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topliner cover 
You can modify the parameters making it possible to select the most appropriate cover 
(amount and period covered, renewal or not):

pricing is displayed online on cofanet before validating the additional cover request. in this 
way, you can directly compare the cost of risk and your net margin, and then take an objective 
decision:

“When more is your stragegy”

topliner is a supplementary cover for 
your existing creditinsurance contract. 

topliner is available for
• 5.000 to 5.000.000 eur
• 30 to 90 days

if a credit limit request was en-
quired, partly or fully rejected 
within the last 6 months. 



coface topliner

As soon as it has been validated online, the supplementary cover is activated for the 
amount and period selected. 

What impact does topliner have on the conditions of my insurance contract?

topliner is fully aligned with your primary policy; it does not have any impact on the cur-
rent contract conditions:

•	 the maximum credit period indicated in the contract continues to apply.

•	 the insured percentage and allocation of the sums collected remain unchanged.

•	 the minimum premium is not affected.

•	 the maximum liability benefits from the topliner premiums.

•	 premiums and claims linked to topliner are factored into the profit-sharing and the 
no claims bonus.

•	 the conditions for submitting a claim as well as the claims payment methods re-
main unchanged.

Which timeframe is covered by a topliner limit?

A topliner limit is valid for the selected period of cover (from 30 to 90 days). topliner 
cover is un-cancellable (except for buyer’s insolvency) even if the primary credit limit is de-
creased or cancelled during the period of supplementary cover. the topliner cover cannot 
be retroactive and is not renewed automatically. A new topliner limit may be requested 
and delivered at any time. precondition for supplementary cover is a partly or fully reject-
ed credit limit request for your buyer and purchase of a topliner limit via cofanet within  
6 months after this credit limit decision. it replaces an existing topliner limit (without re-
imbursement). topliner cover ends if the contract is no longer active.
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